The Centre for Wireless Communications (CWC) operates as a research programme in conjunction with the Department of Communications Engineering at the University of Oulu. Its mission is to conduct world-class research, train world-class graduates, create new technologies and support the industry.

CWC offers scholarships for master thesis students and trainees. The scholarship for master thesis students is 4 000 € with expected duration of six months. For trainees the scholarship is 2 000 € with duration of three months. The scholarships are aimed at M.Sc.(eng.) students of communications engineering enrolled in the study programmes of electrical engineering or wireless communications engineering of University of Oulu. The work is concentrated in the following research areas: communication signal processing and radio engineering, radio access technologies and wireless networks and internet.

To be eligible to apply, all applicants must satisfy the following condition:
1. The applicant has to have finished her/his Bachelor’s degree at the time of applying.

To be eligible to apply for master thesis scholarship, the applicant must in addition to above also satisfy the following conditions:
2. The applicant can have no more than 30 credit points missing from her/his master’s degree related course work.
3. The applicant must have conducted the advanced practical training of master’s degree studies.

It is not possible to obtain a scholarship for both training and master’s thesis in the same year. The scholarship for master’s thesis will be paid in two parts; 2000€ at the start of the thesis and 2000€ upon the completion of the thesis.

Along with your application you are expected to send us your CV and your latest transcript of records.

The paper applications should be delivered no later than 14 May 2012 to:

Kiris Ojutkangas
Centre for Wireless Communications/Oulun yliopisto
PL 4500
90014 Oulun yliopisto

More Information: Planning Officer Kirsi Ojutkangas: kirsi.ojutkangas@ee.oulu.fi